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CERTAIN SECONDARY OPERATIONS
THAT DETECT INCOMPRESSIBLE MAPS

BY

.lAY E. GOLDFEATHER

Introduction

Let f: X K(Z2, n) be a non-trivial map and let imf* be the subset of
H*(X; Z2) induced by f. If all primary Steenrod operations act trivially on

imf* then the incompressibility of such maps cannot be detected by such
primary operations. In this paper it is shown that if H*(X; Z2) satisfies certain
conditions, there is a sequence of secondary operations that can be used to
detect the incompressibility off These secondary operations are of the form
Sq-k where is a secondary operation and Qk (qk, q l) is an admissible
sequence.

Let be a secondary operation associated to the relation a fl 0. If
x f*(t,) and (x) is defined, there is a fibration

fK1-- E-* K(Z2, n),

a map f X E and an element w H*(E; Z2) such that (x) =f*(w) mod
indeterminacy. The following are proved"

THEOREM. Let f: X- K(Z2, n) classify x H"(X; Z2) Qk (qk, ql) be
an admissible sequence and be a secondary operation associated with

fl 0 and defined on x. Iffor all positive integers k,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

SqQk(i*(w)) SqPJ’koj, where 0 < pj, k < qRfor all j,
vj, R transgresses to a non-zero elementfor all j,

MR n < qR < MR where MR deg w + i=x qi,

SqQ"(x) 4:0 mod (im SqQ + j, Rim SqPJ.),

thenf is incompressible.

COROLLARY. Let ft." E, K(Z2, n) be the universal fibration classifying x
H"(X; Z2)for which x is annihilated by A2, the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. . is
incompressible.
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COROLLARY. Let f: X--, K(Z2, n) classify x Hn(X; Z2). If X iS annihilated
by A2 andfor every k >_ 1,

Sq2kn Sqnfl(2)(x) 0 mod (im Sq2k+1 + im Sq2kn SqSqt),

thenf is incompressible.

I would like to thank the referee for invaluable suggestions that led to the
improvement of this paper.

Notation and conventions

All cohomology is assumed to have Z2 coefficients. If f: X-, Y then f*
always denotes the induced homomorphism in cohomology. If A (at, at)
then Sqa means Sqa’... Sqat. The generator of Hn(K(Z2, n)) will be denoted by, or more simply if the context is clear.

If Y I-Lk= Y, then pj" Y--, Y denotes projection and incj" Y--, Y denotes
inclusion.

All diagrams are homotopy commutative and all spectral sequences are
assumed to be Z2 cohomology spectral sequences.

Let

Spectral operations

be a fibration and let {E,, dr} be its spectral sequence. For information about
spectral sequences, see [3]. If there is no confusion we will write v Er and
v e Er / if dr v 0 and there is no u such that dr u v.

In particular, there is the injection I" E; --, E’ H"(F) sch that I(v) v.
Because Z2 is a field, there is a map 0" H"(E)---, @’-o E- which is a Z2

module isomorphism.
Let FkHn(E)= (=k E"- and let 0t" n"(E)--,E"Ftn"(E) be the

isomorphism induced by 0. If p" E@FtHn(E) --, E is projection, then
i*=Iopo01.

Kristenson [2] has defined spectral operations Sq which are compatible
with Steenrod operations. One feature of these operations is that they can
increase base filtration. In particular"

LEMMA 1. Let u FPHp+q(E) and let q < < p + q. Then

Sqiu F’ + ’H’+ ’ + i(E).

Proof See Theorem 7.9 of [2].
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One consequence of Lemma 1 is that we can deduce that Steenrod
operations annihilate elements in H*(E) by observing that their spectral
counterparts push base filtration into regions where E is zero. We summarize
the necessary results:

LEMMA 2. Suppose E 0 for all 1 <_ p < n and all p > N and let u
HM(E) be such that u F1HM(E). If for each k >_ 1, QR =(qk, ql) is a
sequence ofpositive integers such that

(a) M-n<q <M,
k-1(b) 2k-x(M-n)<qk < M + i= qi, for k > 1,

then there is an integer k such that Sq-ku O.

Proof. LetSk=qk--2k-(M--n),tk= 1 + Ek= sk and rk M + Ek= qi.

By Lemma 1,

SqQlu e FtIH’(E) and in general Sq-ku FtH’(E).

For some k, tk > N, and since E; 0 for all p > N, FtkH*(E) 0. Hence for
this k, Sqeu O. |

A relation between secondary operations
and primary operations mod filtration

Let Sq-t. Sqa’SqB’ln and suppose Sq-n O. We will define a secondary
operation associated to this decomposition of Sq.

Let

K 1-I K(Z2, n + deg Bi) and K2 K(Z2, n + deg Q).

Let fl: K(Z2, n)-- K be such that p fl classifies SqB’t. Let g: K- K2 be
such that g inc: K(Z2, n + deg B)- K2 classifies SqA’z. Since fl - 0 we
can define the following diagram

fK t)K2

E K(Z, n) x fK.

K(Z2, n) K(Z2, n)

K K2
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where E is the fibre of ft. Let w H*(E) be classified by P2 j. Let f: X
K(Z2, n) and x =f*(;n). If fl of-0 then f has a lifting f: X--- E and we
define (I)(x) f*(w). is well defined mod (image ).

Let KN(Z2, n) K(Z2, n) be the inclusion of the N skeleton and let

iN

fK1 Es Ks(Z2, n)

be the pullback fibration associated to this inclusion.
Hence we have a diagram

fK1 fK1

E E

KI(z2, n) K(Z2, n).

Since fl orc j
_

0, is defined on yN Jv n*(tn) H*(Es).
The following lemma establishes a relationship between @(ys) and primary

operations on H*(Es).

LEMMA 3. Let Qk (qk ql) and let ys Jv rr*(t). If,for all k >_ 1,

(a)
(b)

SqQ(i*(w)) j Sqvj’vj,k where 0 < p, k < qk for all j,
v, k trans#resses to a non-zero elementfor all j,

thenfor every positive integer N, there is a k such that

vj mod F1Hk(EN).SqQO(ys) mod (im Sq-) Sq v, k
J

Proof Let k be such that qk-1 + + q + deg w > N. Then deg v, k >
N and since vj, k transgresses in the spectral sequence of

ilK1-- E--* K(Z2, n),

it follows that v, k transgresses to 0 in the spectral sequence of

fK Es--- KS(Z2, n).

Since i}(SqQtb(ys)) Sq’,vj, k, it follows that

’ mod F1H*(EN).Sqt2(x) mod (im Sqt2)= Sq vj, k
J
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The main results

THEOREM. Let f: X---, K(Z2, n) classify x H(X; 22) Qk (qk, ql) be
an admissible sequence and be a secondary operation associated with

fl 0 and defined on x. Iffor all positive integers k,

v where 0 < pj. k qk(a) Sqe(i*(w)) Sq v. < for all j,
(b) v. k transgresses to a non-zero elementfor all j,

k-1(c) M n < qk < MR where MR deg w + i_-I qi,

(d) SqO*O(x) 4:0 mod (im Sqe*a + , k im SqV,*),

thenf is incompressible.

Proof. Supposefcompresses into KS(Z2, n) so that there exists

f" X--, Ks(Z2, n)

such that incof
_

j( By Proposition 1.2 of [1], there exists a map

f" XE
such that js ofs -J Let ws fly(w) O(Ys) where y Jv n*(,). By Lemma 3,
there is an integer k such that

Sqews mod (im Sqe)= ,,.,,
’"1 Vj, k "" U

where u FH*(E).
Let M deg u and let qk/ s qk+s" It is easy to show that for

every s >_ 1, Q, (?/, ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 and since
E; 0 for all < p < n and all p > N, there is an s such that

SqO’u O.

Hence

Hence
SqO’k+’WN SqO’SqkwN Sqt’j’*+svj, k +

SqQ*+’dP(x) SqQ*+f*(w) Sql2*+fv jv(W)
SqQk+fv(ws) f (Z Sq’J’*+’Vk +,)

This contradicts hypothesis (d) so thatfis incompressible.
Let

in nn

fKo E,, K(Z2, n

be the universal fibration classifying x Hn(X; Z2) for which x is annihilated
by A2, the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. If is the largest integer such that 2 < n
and Ko 1-Its_-o K(Z2, n + 2s), then En is the fibre of the map g" K(Z2,
n) Ko where p g classifies Sq2"t,.
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LEMMA 4. Let y r*(t) and Qk (2kn, 2n, n). Then

SqO’kfl(2)y 0 mod (im Sq2+1 + im Sq-Sql).

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that Sqefl(2)y (im Sq2/ + im Sq-Sql).
Since Sq-kSq annihilates Hn(En) this implies that

SqQkfl(2)y Sq2k+u
Let V (2n 2, 2n 2, n 1) and note that i(flt2)y) Sqz. Then

SqQi(fl2) y) SqQSqt Sq2+SqV

Hence SqVt i(u) + v where Sq2k+ O.
But i(u) and SqVt transgress and moreover, SqVtn transgresses to the

non-zero class SqVSqt. Hence v transgresses and v i(u) in E. But this
implies that

0 SqSq i(Sqflt2)y) i(Sq2+ tu) Sq2+ v O.

Hence

SqQflt2)y (im Sq2k+ + im SqQSq)

COROLLARY 1. 7r, is incompressible.

K(Z 2, n)

E K(Z,, n)

E K(Z2, n)

Proof. Let Qk and Vk be as in Lemma 4. Let be the secondary operation
fl(2). That is, is defined by the relation SqISq 0. Then we have the
diagram

Sql
K(Z2, n + 1)

K(Z2, 1) x K(Z2, rt + 1) K(Z2, r + 1)

K(Z2, n)

Sqt Sql Sqt

Sql
K(Z2, tl + 1) K(Z 2’ /’/ + 2)

It suffices to show that hypotheses (a), (b), (c), and (d) of the theorem are
satisfied. To check (a) we identify w as fit2)(0 and i*(w) as Sqtn and use the
Adem relations to deduce

Sqt2Sqn Sq2k+ lSqVkln"

2k+l,Then there is one summand with Pl,k 131,k SqVt
Condition (b) follows since SqVt transgresses to SqVSqt O.
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Condition (c) follows by observing that
k-1

M n -I- + , 2in 2kn H- 1.
j=O

Condition (d) is Lemma 4. I
COROLLARY 2. Let QR (2kn, n). Letf: X-- K(Z2,/I) classify x e Hn(X

Z2). Ifx is annihilated by A2 andfor every k >_ 1,

SqQkflt2(x) 0 mod (im Sq2k+1 -- im SqekSql),

thenf is incompressible.

Proof. Conditions (a), (b), and (c) of the theorem are exactly as in Corollary
1.
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